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 The AESO invites stakeholders to provide comments on the final Comprehensive Market Design (CMD Final). All feedback (whether it be general or specific in nature) will assist in the development of the suite of ISO rules for the 

implementation of the capacity market.  With respect to comments provided in relation to the “Specific Feedback Questions”, please note that your responses will also help to inform future consultation activities, including the topics to be 

discussed during upcoming stakeholder sessions expected to be planned for the end of July/early August. 

Please review the instructions below and submit your feedback to capacitymarket@aeso.ca no later than 3:00 p.m. on Friday, July 20, 2018. 

The AESO will post all feedback “as received” on www.aeso.ca  by Wednesday, July 25, 2018. Please note that the names of the parties submitting each completed comment matrix will be included in this posting. Please also note that the 

AESO will not be responding to individual submissions.   

Instructions 

 Stakeholders are requested to provide all feedback on CMD Final within this matrix.  

- if it is believed necessary to submit additional supporting documentation, please clearly indicate which section of CMD Final or topic your document refers to. No handwritten comments will be accepted.  

 

 Please input your name and the organization you are representing in the comment boxes provided below each CMD Final section. Your contact information is requested in each section for ease of sorting and compiling feedback from all 
stakeholders. 

- Press Shift + Return to enter paragraph breaks within a comment box. 

- Comment boxes will automatically expand if additional room for feedback is required.  

 

If you have any questions about this comment matrix, please email capacitymarket@aeso.ca 

 

 

 

 

mailto:capacitymarket@aeso.ca
http://www.aeso.ca/
mailto:capacitymarket@aeso.ca
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CMD Final Glossary  

1) Which, if any, of the defined terms in the glossary do you find vague, confusing, or unnecessary? Please identify each defined term and explain how it may be improved. 

Tightest Supply Cushion Hours - means the hours in which the tightest supply cushions were observed, defined by ranking all hourly supply cushions from smallest to largest. These hours are used for both UCAP 

determination and for availability assessment. – The AESO needs to provide a definition/equation for supply cushion.  

2) What gaps or disconnects may exist as between the glossary and the sections of CMD Final? Please identify any relevant terms, definitions, and/or specific content in CMD Final.  

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

3) Which, if any, of the definitions in the glossary contradict the AESO’s current Consolidated Authoritative Document Glossary? Please identify each term and corresponding definition, and describe the concern. 

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

4) Which terms, if any, do you believe are missing from the glossary? Please provide each term that is missing and suggest an appropriate definition. 

ENMAX has no additional terms that need to be added to the glossary at this time. 

5) Do you have any other feedback specific to the glossary that you would like to provide? 

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

 

Name: Chris Joy Organization: ENMAX   
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CMD Final Section 2:  Supply Participation  

GENERAL FEEDBACK QUESTIONS  

1) Please provide your feedback as to whether the design in this section meets the desired end state and criteria set out for Alberta’s capacity market design? 

The AESO has placed a lot of rigor around developing features in the Supply Participation framework, which are, in our opinion, overly restrictive/administrative in an attempt to prevent ex ante actions that could be 

perceived to be made with the intent of market manipulation.  Some of these features are unnecessary at this time and would serve better as items to review ex post with the intent to adjust the rules in the future.  

The adjustment of the Aggregated Capacity Assets cap to be less than the maximum UCAP size equal to the largest existing generating asset UCAP should contribute to the stated goal of being more stable.  

2) Which, if any, of the concepts or details discussed in this section are unclear or confusing? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this? 

CMD Final does not explicitly state how often aggregation can be defined for Aggregated Capacity Assets.  Can the AESO please clarify how often can assets be added to an aggregated asset or removed (for each 

auction/prequalification)?  

 

As worded, the aggregated capacity asset’s maximum UCAP would appear to change based on the UCAP of the largest asset. If this is determined at each auction, then aggregated assets would not know what their 

max UCAP would be until after the UCAP of the largest asset is determined. This could lead to a situation where the aggregated asset UCAP was previously below the cap, and is now above the cap. Would the 

aggregated asset then be limited to offer in at the cap and is that UCAP discount distributed pro-rata to component assets (or is that up to the aggregator’s discretion)? 

 

Clarification of wording by example: Single largest existing generation capacity market asset UCAP.  

 Interpretation 1: Whatever the largest single asset (not aggregated) UCAP is becomes the aggregated asset cap. This is how ENMAX interprets the wording.  

 Interpretation 2: Single largest existing generation capacity market asset (Shepard at 860 MW MC). Use this asset’s UCAP.  

Economically delisted assets can participate in the E&AS markets for up to 5 continuous months. How does the AESO define 5 continuous months? What is considered a break in continuity? Should this be 

reworded to a number of hours allowed to participate that can be used anytime? Depending on interpretation, this could affect the desired goal of stability and transparency.  

Please confirm that economically delisted assets do not have a must offer requirement. 

2.3.23 – Will it break down listing of total temporary delists into economic vs. physical? 

It would be helpful if the appendices contained demonstrated examples to walkthrough for: 

 External Capacity Asset UCAP 

 Aggregated Capacity Assets 

3) What gaps or disconnects may exist in this section? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this?   

Ineligible Assets section only lists two very specific examples of ineligible assets. These examples will eventually become outdated and more clear/specific criteria for ineligible assets needs to be developed. 

ENMAX recommends the AESO provide specific criteria for designating ineligible assets going forward. 

The Weighted Energy Cost Allocation and Self-Supply section – the section on incentives for self-curtailment is fairly vague when mentioning that a rate could potentially be designed to allocate additional costs to 

load that are higher than average (not to predicted levels). This adds uncertainty for certain co-gens. Can the AESO provide more details during the rate design process?  

4) In addition to 2) and 3) above, what other factors or information should the AESO consider as it drafts the ISO rules for this section?  

ENMAX has no additional concerns or comments 

SPECIFIC FEEDBACK QUESTIONS 

The AESO is also specifically requesting feedback on the following question(s): 

1) Is the description of the required thresholds to be classified as a refurbished asset clear?  What additional considerations or further detail may be required, regarding the determination of these thresholds? 

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/Final-DES-criteria-and-assumptions-v2-final.pdf
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CMD Final Section 2:  Supply Participation  

ENMAX has no additional concerns. 

2) Is the description of the mechanics of making refurbishment offers and the associated market clearing mechanism clear? If not, please explain. 

Since the participants are technically making two offers, will there be notifications during the multi-stage about how their offers clear, or will this be post-auction only? All the data should be available post-auction 

for the multi-stage clearing process for review.  

3) What additional considerations or further detail may be required regarding the conditions under which temporarily delisted assets can return to service during an obligation period? 

The consideration of only being able to temporarily economically delist for two consecutive obligation period seems arbitrary – what is the AESO’s rationale to restricting the delisting process to two consecutive 

periods?  It is ENMAX’s opinion that this takes asset control away from asset owners which is contradictory to the stated goal of relying on competitive market forces.  

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

Please add any additional comments you may have on this section here. 

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

 

Name: Chris Joy Organization: ENMAX   
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CMD Final Section 3:  Calculation of UCAP  

GENERAL FEEDBACK QUESTIONS  

1) Please provide your feedback as to whether the design in this section meets the desired end state and criteria set out for Alberta’s capacity market design? 

The AESO document states: “The desired end state is a stable and transparent capacity market that relies on competitive market forces, and works efficiently with the energy and ancillary service markets, to achieve 

sufficient investment to maintain supply adequacy and reliability at the lowest cost for consumers, while working effectively within Alberta’s unique electricity structure.” [emphasis added]  

ENMAX is of the view that the AESO’s methodology using historical data to calculate UCAP does not meet the desired end state and criteria set out above. We do not believe this approach will support sufficient 

investment to maintain supply adequacy and reliability at the lowest cost for consumers. ENMAX understands this methodology may need to be used as a short-term fix for the first auction. However, ENMAX 

strongly believes an EFORd methodology should be put in place, as soon as possible. The use of the historical methodology will systematically bias the UCAP of existing assets down, and does not represent the 

reliability contribution of existing assets.  

2) Which, if any, of the concepts or details discussed in this section are unclear or confusing? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this? 

In section 3.1.6, the number of eliminated hours for the assets with less than 1,250 hours due to delisting or not enough historical data is unclear. For example, if an asset has only 800 hours of tight supply data, 

should the AESO eliminate 5% * 1250 = 63 hours or 5% * 800 = 40 hours from the highest and lowest performing hours?  

3) What gaps or disconnects may exist in this section? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this?   

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

4) In addition to 2) and 3) above, what other factors or information should the AESO consider as it drafts the ISO rules for this section?  

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

 

SPECIFIC FEEDBACK QUESTIONS 

1) Is the regression-based approach to determining UCAP for gross dispatched self-suppliers clear?  What additional considerations or further detail may be required, to sufficiently describe this approach? 

The approach is clear. However, if all the data to estimate the regression parameters are available, why not use the historical net-to-grid availability data as the basis to calculate the asset’s net UCAP? Although the 

regression, in theory, should result in relatively similar results as compared to using the net-to-grid data, if the data does not have a clear linear trend, the regression results might be misleading.   

2) What additional considerations or further detail may be required regarding the process for determining external resource UCAPs? 

CMD final states “the AESO will derate the declared volume to reflect the frequency of time during historical supply cushion hours that the respective intertie was out of service with 0 available transfer capability, to 

determine the UCAP volume of the external asset”. ENMAX believes the intertie derates, if limiting the asset’s availability for the associated tight hours, should also be included in derating the external assets’ UCAPs   

3) What additional considerations or further detail may be required regarding the UCAP refinement process?   

ENMAX has not additional comments at this time 

4) Should the list of events under which a refinement request can be submitted as provided in section 3.2.2.a.i be further defined?  If so, please provide your suggestions. 

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

Please add any additional comments you may have on this section here. 

For LLTE assets, the AESO will review two conditions to detect and exclude the hours where the asset was economically unavailable. The second condition, “the cost assessment for the asset in comparison to pool price 

during that period”, needs clarification on whether the period is the exact same tight hour of interest of a period around it. If it is the exact tight hour, there may be some hours where the pool price was high as the market 

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/Final-DES-criteria-and-assumptions-v2-final.pdf
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CMD Final Section 3:  Calculation of UCAP  

was tight during the hour. In these cases, the asset may seem economic to run while the asset owners look at a wider range to schedule their dispatch decisions.  The AESO should use a rolling average price or a similar 

measure to evaluate the hours and not just rely on the conditions of the one-hour period. The same problem exists when the owner decides to take the unit online but there still is a transition to bring the asset fully online.   

 

Name: Chris Joy  Organization: ENMAX   
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CMD Final Section 4:  Calculation of demand curve parameters  

GENERAL FEEDBACK QUESTIONS  

1) Please provide your feedback as to whether the design in this section meets the desired end state and criteria set out for Alberta’s capacity market design? 

One of the desired end states is that the capacity market will achieve sufficient investment – this fundamental goal may be severely undermined by choosing an ATWACC that is too low and does not properly 

capture the level of risk associated with developing a new power plant in the Alberta market. The circulated materials contemplate using CAPM and a balance sheet financing approach in the ATWACC calculation 

whereas a project financing approach should be used to properly account for the project-specific risks. 

Developing a competitive market is another goal of this market; however, this goal is also undermined by under-estimating the ATWACC. A balance sheet approach assumes that the only investment will come from 

large incumbents which can secure financing based on their portfolio of assets. Smaller competitors will need to secure capital based on the level of risk associated with the individual project that they are looking to 

finance. If a smaller new entrant offers into the capacity market assuming a higher ATWACC than used in calculating the Net CONE, they may not clear as the demand curve will be artificially lower than it would have 

been if a project financing approach was used. This will increase the barriers to entry and lead to a less competitive market.   

 The wording for the desired end-state should be adjusted to “reasonable cost for consumers” rather than “lowest” – the policy direction from Alberta Energy is that the capacity market will help ensure 

continued investment in Alberta’s electricity system and encourage a reliable electricity supply at a “reasonable” cost. 

2) Which, if any, of the concepts or details discussed in this section are unclear or confusing? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this? 

Will the ATWACC be different for different types of reference assets? There could be different levels of risk associated with the range of reference assets and thus it may be prudent to develop an ATWACC that is 

specific to the reference asset chosen. This may be implicitly accounted for if project financing is used but may be overlooked under a balance sheet financing methodology. 

 Supply Availability – Current and anticipated generation and demand response assets with a maximum capability of 5 MW or greater are included in the RAM 

 Assumed to be 5 MW MC (not UCAP) 

 Will the Supply Availability use the same criteria in the future? Ex. Will an aggregated asset in the future be included in RAM (where previously they were not aggregated and thus less than the 5 MW 

threshold). Forced/planned outages for aggregated assets may/may not be challenging to calculate.  

 EAS offset is essentially just E offset. What is the proposed timeline to include AS in the offset? It mentions it is not initially in the offset, but no mention in Section 10 Roadmap for performing analysis or 

inclusion of AS in the offset. 

3) What gaps or disconnects may exist in this section? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this?   

The capacity that is added in the RAM model is to be aligned with the reference assets. Should there not be different types of assets added outside of just the reference asset? An optimal addition to the energy 

portfolio in Alberta may be a mix of combined and simple cycle – will this be considered? In years when the market is over-supplied what types of assets will be removed from the market to arrive at the volume to 

procure? Will the assets being removed be a proportional mix of the types of assets currently operating in Alberta or will the capacity that is removed be equivalent to the reference asset? 

 4.3.1 Still no clarification on specific reference technology. There has been no clear movement since CMD 2 and the mention of the F-class turbine as the preference. Please highlight the timeline on reference 

tech selection. Until it’s selected, 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 could just be moved to the rationale section.  

 If the E&AS offset is calculated assuming the new entrant is a stand-alone entity not within a portfolio of assets, then it would be logical to use stand-alone project costing (ATWACC) rather than organization 

balance sheet costing 

4) In addition to 2) and 3) above, what other factors or information should the AESO consider as it drafts the ISO rules for this section?  

ENMAX has no additional comments 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

Please add any additional comments you may have on this section here. 

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/Final-DES-criteria-and-assumptions-v2-final.pdf
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CMD Final Section 4:  Calculation of demand curve parameters  

ENMAX has no additional comments 

 

Name: Chris Joy Organization: ENMAX  
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CMD Final Section 5:  Base auction  

GENERAL FEEDBACK QUESTIONS  

1) Please provide your feedback as to whether the design in this section meets the desired end state and criteria set out for Alberta’s capacity market design? 

ENMAX has no additional comments 

2) Which, if any, of the concepts or details discussed in this section are unclear or confusing? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this? 

ENMAX requests clarity on the specific outcomes of the auction process – what information does the AESO intend to publish and when – what will be the transparency of the final demand curve and clearing price?  

What information is provided between the opening of pre-qualification and the actual auction(s)? 

3) What gaps or disconnects may exist in this section? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this?   

ENMAX has no additional comments 

4) In addition to 2) and 3) above, what other factors or information should the AESO consider as it drafts the ISO rules for this section?  

ENMAX has no additional comments 

 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

ENMAX has no additional comments 

 

Name: Chris Joy Organization: ENMAX   

 

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/Final-DES-criteria-and-assumptions-v2-final.pdf
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CMD Final Section 6:  Rebalancing auction  

GENERAL FEEDBACK QUESTIONS  

1) Please provide your feedback as to whether the design in this section meets the desired end state and criteria set out for Alberta’s capacity market design? 

ENMAX has no additional comments 

2) Which, if any, of the concepts or details discussed in this section are unclear or confusing? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this? 

ENMAX requests clarity on the specific outcomes of the auction process – what information does the AESO intend to publish and when – what will be the transparency of the final demand curve and clearing price?  

What information is provided between the opening of pre-qualification and the actual auction(s)? 

3) What gaps or disconnects may exist in this section? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this?   

ENMAX has no additional comments 

4) In addition to 2) and 3) above, what other factors or information should the AESO consider as it drafts the ISO rules for this section?  

ENMAX has no additional comments 

 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

Please add any additional comments you may have on this section here. 

ENMAX has no additional comments 

 

Name: Chris Joy  Organization: ENMAX   

 

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/Final-DES-criteria-and-assumptions-v2-final.pdf
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CMD Final Section 7:  Capacity market monitoring and mitigation 

GENERAL FEEDBACK QUESTIONS  

1) Please provide your feedback as to whether the design in this section meets the desired end state and criteria set out for Alberta’s capacity market design? 

In general, the overall level of mitigation for the energy and capacity markets is concerning. With respect to the capacity market specifically, it’s difficult to understand how the market achieves long-term sustainable 

prices when a significant amount of the capacity is capped at 0.8 of the net CONE. These mitigation rules are contrary to the principles of the desired end state of creating a market that relies on competitive market 

forces and achieving sufficient investment to maintain supply adequacy. The market power screen appears to be overly restrictive as it will capture over 70% of the market and prevent most participants from offering 

their full cost of entry. This concern extends into achieving sustainable return for existing capacity resources. 

The high level of mitigation in both the capacity and energy markets undermines the efficiencies that are created by a high-fidelity price signal. It also implies a skew in risk and rewards whereby market upside 

opportunities are capped below the cost of entry, while downside is unlimited because there is no minimum offer price. 

2) Which, if any, of the concepts or details discussed in this section are unclear or confusing? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this? 

ENMAX struggles with the overall package of mitigation (energy and capacity) levels and how that would be attractive to new entrants as well as providing returns to existing resources.  The AESO indicated a 

concern that capacity markets are susceptible to the exercise of market power.  If the AESO’s principle concern remains capacity market mitigation, the AESO should allow greater scarcity pricing in the energy 

market to balance the opportunity for returns. 

3) What gaps or disconnects may exist in this section? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this?   

Will there be a formalized structure that deals with over procurement or negative load growth as a result of poor economic conditions, distributed generation, energy efficiency etc. or will both capacity and energy 

prices just settle well below CONE/net-CONE? How will these assets potentially make up for these losses with such aggressive levels of mitigation?  

4) In addition to 2) and 3) above, what other factors or information should the AESO consider as it drafts the ISO rules for this section?  

The AESO should begin a discussion around the amount of market data that will be shared with market participants. A lack of transparency in markets actually creates inefficient outcomes, while data transparency 

drives efficient outcomes.  

 

SPECIFIC FEEDBACK QUESTIONS 

1) What additional considerations or further detail may be required regarding how the AESO will conduct the ex ante market power screen to identify firms that will be subject to capacity market mitigation? 

A discussion around market/data transparency with regards to each generation facility’s UCAP and whether or not participants are mitigated would aid in the bidding decision process 

2) What additional considerations or further detail may be required regarding the determination of asset specific offer caps? 

A discussion around market/data transparency with regards to each generation facility’s offer cap would aid in the bidding decision process 

 

 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

Please add any additional comments you may have on this section here. 

ENMAX has no additional comments 

 

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/Final-DES-criteria-and-assumptions-v2-final.pdf
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CMD Final Section 7:  Capacity market monitoring and mitigation 

Name: Chris Joy Organization: ENMAX   
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CMD Final Section 8:  Supply obligations and performance assessments  

GENERAL FEEDBACK QUESTIONS  

1) Please provide your feedback as to whether the design in this section meets the desired end state and criteria set out for Alberta’s capacity market design? 

2) Which, if any, of the concepts or details discussed in this section are unclear or confusing? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this? 

The AESO should provide additional scenario examples for clarification, in addition to the example that was provided. An example should be provided for over-delivery and over-availability with limited funds from 

under-delivery/availability, to demonstrate how the limited funds are distributed.  

The ex ante or ex post volume reallocation and substitution is not entirely clear on the mechanisms used to perform the substitution. Substitution and reallocation can occur between two market participants. But the 

payments adjustments go to the original obligation holder and not the substituted asset owner.  

3) What gaps or disconnects may exist in this section? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this?   

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

4) In addition to 2) and 3) above, what other factors or information should the AESO consider as it drafts the ISO rules for this section?  

The performance assessment and penalty framework should be phased in as was done in other capacity market implementations. Calculations and demonstration of performance penalties can still be done and used 

by participants to learn, but phasing in the level of penalties reduces financial uncertainty in a new market. ENMAX strongly recommends the phasing-in of penalties in the initial years of the market implementation. 

SPECIFIC FEEDBACK QUESTIONS 

1)  What additional considerations or further detail may be required regarding how the AESO will assess whether demand response assets have obtained a sufficient load volume prior to the second rebalancing auction? 

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

2)  What additional considerations or further detail may be required regarding how the performance of external capacity assets will be measured during availability and delivery assessment periods? 

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

3) Should the list of events under which availability and delivery assessments will not be conducted as provided in section 8.2.39 be further defined?  If so, please provide your suggestions. 

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

Please add any additional comments you may have on this section here. 

Availability assessment during 250 tightest hours is subject to market events outside the control of the market participant even if planning to take a maintenance outage in weak load periods (shoulder months).  

There is no central planning of outages so participants will have to weigh the costs of scheduling outages earlier or later to maintain flexibility. Actual performance penalties maintain a degree of risk and surprise 

since tightest hours are not known until the end of the obligation period. This could be balanced out with over-availability from other assets in the participants’ portfolio. 

 

Name: Chris Joy Organization: ENMAX   

 

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/Final-DES-criteria-and-assumptions-v2-final.pdf
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CMD Final Section 9:  Settlement and credit requirements 

GENERAL FEEDBACK QUESTIONS  

1) Please provide your feedback as to whether the design in this section meets the desired end state and criteria set out for Alberta’s capacity market design? 

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

2) Which, if any, of the concepts or details discussed in this section are unclear or confusing? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this? 

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

3) What gaps or disconnects may exist in this section? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this?   

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

4) In addition to 2) and 3) above, what other factors or information should the AESO consider as it drafts the ISO rules for this section?  

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

Please add any additional comments you may have on this section here. 

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

 

Name: Chris Joy Organization: ENMAX   

 

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/Final-DES-criteria-and-assumptions-v2-final.pdf
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CMD Final Section 10:  Roadmap for changes in the Energy and Ancillary Services Markets    

GENERAL FEEDBACK QUESTIONS  

1) Please provide your feedback as to whether the design in this section meets the desired end state and criteria set out for Alberta’s capacity market design? 

ENMAX believes the new market will not achieve sufficient investment due to the combination of energy market and capacity market mitigation. The energy and AS markets alone will not provide adequate returns, 

but that appears to be by design. The rest falls on the capacity market, and large competitors will be mitigated to only 80 percent of their required net CONE in all years except the plant’s first year. ENMAX believes 

the market should determine what returns are needed and provided, rather than a centrally-determined rule which restricts the operation of competitive markets.  

ENMAX believes that if assets do not clear in the three capacity market auctions, they should be free to choose whether to participate in the energy and AS markets. At that point, the AESO has decided their capacity 

is not needed, so they are not being paid for capacity, and they are not able to achieve a sufficient return in the mitigated energy market. Must-offer, must-run was necessary in the energy-only market, but not in the 

capacity market. The capacity payment should be the only incentive required to ensure adequate capacity. Furthermore, if an asset does not clear in the capacity market, it should not be subject to energy market 

mitigation rules.  

The purpose of the no-look threshold is to support reliability, to incent generation to be available when the market is on the brink of an emergency, and to ensure appropriate levels of investment in peaking capacity. 

ENMAX believes the 250 MW no-look threshold is not sufficient to maintain grid reliability. An energy emergency alert could happen at any minute. The AESO’s supply adequacy report drops from 4 to 3 when supply 

goes below 400 MW, since supply is less than enough to allow for a large contingency. In the AESO’s “Most Sever Single Contingency (MSSC) Impacts on Alberta Balancing Authority Area Operation” document, the 

AESO defines the single largest contingency as 466 MW. 500 MW would be a better level for the no-look threshold. Higher energy prices would incent greater reliability. If the AESO allowed higher prices sooner, non-

capacity-market-clearing plants would be incented to come online, perhaps ramping up to baseload in anticipation of high prices. Some units cannot respond quickly enough if price is already at $999—at that point, 

an emergency is imminent. Furthermore, in a capacity market, the 250 MW no-look threshold will not be reached more than a handful of times in the year since all units will be online to receive capacity payments. In 

that case, many long-lead-time assets that did not clear in the capacity market will be pricing at $999, hoping not to run.  

2) Which, if any, of the concepts or details discussed in this section are unclear or confusing? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this? 

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

3) What gaps or disconnects may exist in this section? What should be added or clarified in the ISO rules to address this?   

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

4) In addition to 2) and 3) above, what other factors or information should the AESO consider as it drafts the ISO rules for this section?  

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

SPECIFIC FEEDBACK QUESTION 

1)  What additional considerations or further detail may be required regarding the determination of the asset-specific reference price for non-thermal, energy-limited assets? 

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

Please add any additional comments you may have on this section here. 

ENMAX has no additional comments at this time 

 

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/Final-DES-criteria-and-assumptions-v2-final.pdf
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Name: Chris Joy Organization: ENMAX   

 

 


